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CSS091215:060708-060335 : AN OPTICALLY EMERGENT ERUPTIVENEAR THE HEAD OF HERBIG HARO 866 WESTGREAVES, J.Northants, UKCSS091215:060708-060335 (�2000 = 06h07m08:s1; Æ2000 =-06Æ0303500 good to one arse-ond).Publi Catalina RealTime Transient Survey optial data (Drake et al., 2009) reveal afaint and slowly brightening objet whih was �rst deteted in Autumn 2006 whilst nothaving been deteted previously in un�ltered optial data from the Catalina Sky Survey0.7 meter telesope (albeit with gaps) bak to January 2005, as illustrated in Figure 1and provided in Table 1 (available through the IBVS website as 5921-t1.txt).

Figure 1. CRTS observations of CSS091215:060708-060335, �lled irles are measurements, `V' symbolsare upper limits. Errors on eah measure range from nearly a quarter up to at most half a magnitudeInvestigation of arhival POSS I and SERC/AAO Shmidt red and blue plates showednothing in the region down to limiting magnitudes of 20 to 21. Images from the 2MASSAll Sky Survey (Skrutskie et al., 2006) show an objet just visible in the J band, howeverit begins to appear more �rmly in the H band and is most evident in the Ks bandall from images taken in November 1998, lying very adjaent to the 2MASS ExtendedCatalog objet 2MASX J06070812-0603352. SPITZER IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 mironMarh 2005 images (Werner et al., 2004) also show the objet well, but it is not evident onthe same date MIPS 24 miron image, although apparently appearing on the 70 mironimage, however this image does not over the whole �eld (Figure 2). The extendedobjet is always most evident around the two to four miron passbands, being faint toinvisible at longer and shorter wavelengths, with publi April 2007 AKARI mission images
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(Murakami, H. et al., 2007), for example, showing it best at 3.2 and 4.1 mirons and barelypresent at 7.0 mirons, whilst HH 866 beomes inreasingly muh brighter towards thelonger passbands (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Optial and SPITZER IRAC and MIPS images of the region surroundingCSS091215:060708-060335. From left to right, in top to bottom rows, CSS 0.7m Telesope un�lteredoptial image, POSS I E (red) plate image, 2MASS Ks image, SPITZER IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and8.0 miron images, SPITZER MIPS 24 and 70 miron images. The arrow in the 2MASS image points tothe CRTS objet position, HH denotes Herbig Haro objets with HH 866 southmost. The ellipses are2MASX objets shown at entre and Northeast of entre respetively, the diamond denotes theSIMBAD position for IRAS 06046-0603, the irle the SIMBAD position for [C2001b℄ 11, with allimages orientated and saled via Aladin, exept for the CRTS image whih was done by handWang et al. (2005) imaged the region of this suspeted embedded infrared luster,[C2000b℄ 11 (Carpenter, 2000), as part of a searh for Herbig Haro Objets in the moregeneral Monoeros R2 region, �nding in partiular one just South of this position detetedin [SII℄ and H� images whih they denoted HH 866. Hodapp (2007) examined this ob-jet and the area immediately around [C2000b℄ 11 (amongst others) in more detail usingUKIRT WFCAM K band images in Otober 2005. Hodapp (2007) lassi�es the mainHH 866 as HH 866 West to di�erentiate it from a newly deteted East objet, and as anbe seen in Figure 17 of that paper, and the image also reveals an extended region ex-tending slightly East from the tip of the North-South aligned HH 866 jet. Hodapp (2007)further notes :\To the east of this position is a large, rather poorly de�ned bow shok at 6h7m08:s1,�6Æ0303600 that appears to be assoiated with more shok emission knots further east of it."whih lies within 100 of the CRTS position for CSS091215:060708-060335.
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Figure 3. JAXA AKARI IRC images of the region surrounding CSS091215:060708-060335 in variouspassbands. From left to right, in top to bottom rows, 2MASS Ks positional referene image,AKARI IRC N3 3.2 miron image, N4 4.1 miron image and S7 7.0 miron image.
Given the general and immediate environments to CSS091215:060708-060335, its pass-band spei� visibility, and its reent optial expression, it is possible thatCSS091215:060708-060335 is an ative pre-main sequene star urrently emerging fromthe irumstellar material it is embedded within. In reent Catalina Sky Survey opti-al images the objet appears stellar enough at ore, albeit somewhat similar to a veryompat nebulosity. Given the extent of the brightening so far, an inreasingly illumi-nated knot of nebulosity is a possibility, but not a ertain one given an absene of anyevident illuminating star. Further, although the literature states both impliitly and attimes expliitly that the various denoted Herbig Haro objets assoiated with HH 866 arebeing energised by the same objet or region, said Herbig Haro objets appearing quiteplainly and distintly in emission line images, whilst there being no distint objet at theCRTS transient position in the same images, yet none of these various Herbig Haro ob-jets an be seen in the CRTS image, whih would mean this was a ase of the energisingobjet ausing a new knot to brighten more than the other objets it impinges upon, withthese somehow remaining una�eted.An uninformative and very red optial spetrum having no sign of emission lines takenwith the Palomar 5m telesope (Drake, A.J., pers. omm.) suggests that near infraredspetrosopy would be more suitable for diserning the harater of this new transient.
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